I Know A Secret for Fighting Cancer!

By Sharon Scarf

With all the talk about the swine flu and its vaccine doing the round these days, I was seriously worried about my health.

The big diseases – AIDS, hepatitis, cancer, diabetes, to name a few, had again shrouded my mind after we lost a friend, who died from intense chemotherapy program. One thing I know is we are all going to die one day, but not that way for me!

I saw a testimonial video about an amazing immune system boosting program. The program especially targets people seriously ill with Cancer. The advertisement drew my attention to a workshop on cancer and its cure testimonials! I decided to attend the online presentation, basically an open Skype line with many watching an online PowerPoint presentation. At the workshop, which was a minor affair, I spoke with many who had benefited from the program and some whose cancer was shrinking or gone. And one of them was Gorden.

Gordon’s Testimonial

Gordon’s testimonial is amazing. He had esophageal cancer and liver cancer, and if that didn’t kill him he was overweight, had asthma, diabetes and sleep apnea. Doctors cut him open to operate on the esophagus cancer, and discovered his liver had metastatic cancer. With that they closed him up and sent him home to die.

Link to his Video CLICK HERE


His story was something that completely amazed me. He was there in the program for about 6 months with one of Dr Pablo’s trained practitioners. Gordon attended the program, despite finding the first 21 days hard. There was a combination of therapies in it that is today called The XYZ Wellbeing Program. Since it was still in the experimental stages, the team offered Gordon help as he couldn’t afford all the treatment. They said he could pay them when he was well, and with that he did a deal – he would be able to undergo treatment, and Gordon would pay him back when he could afford it.

Fresh veggies grown in Gordon’s organic garden were given at every consultation. According to Gordon’s own words in the video, the elements of the treatment were High PH therapy with Cesium 20 mineral therapy with the input of Vitamin B17, Laetrile and they were too good to refuse. The result of the treatment got Gordon back to work. Given Gordon’s repute, I still had my doubts about his story, and decided to check it out with other people who know of or have been treated by this XYZ Cancer Fighting Program.
I researched each of the therapies that they include and found that no one combined them into one program the way Dr. Pablo did. My research made me exclaim that I had found my vaccine to cancer!

Dr. Pablo’s clinic was providing it all – from ozone, laetrile, Vitamin B17, High PH Cesium, and also, colonic irrigation, mind therapy, hyperbaric oxygen, massage, Q2 foot spars, etc. But what had caught my attention was the fact that he offered a 14-day free consultation period so that he can evaluate the patient and the patient can also evaluate whether he wants this program.

I came across another testimonial of a lady with breast cancer and a guy with prostate cancer and how they had been cured by the XYZ-Wellbeing program.

Having contemplated for a while, I decided to give Dr. Pablo’s online home program a go. With the threat of diseases rising up, cancer claiming lives in my family, I would rather invest in this system than sit scared for the rest of my life waiting to be diagnosed!

They expect to open a new organic health retreat latter in 2009. I am planning for a holiday tour of the clinic when it opens. It’s less the three hours flight from the USA. All I can say is, I’m happy and have more energy now, my back pain has gone, and I hope you never get a cancer testimonial from me, because I’ve planed not to get it!

“People don’t plan to fail! They fail to plan!”
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